Animal models of cigarette smoke-induced chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Chronic exposure of laboratory animals to cigarette smoke reproduces many of the anatomic/physiologic lesions (emphysema, small-airway remodeling and pulmonary hypertension) of human chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, although smoke-exposed laboratory animals are not good models of chronic bronchitis or acute exacerbations, as these are conditions based upon symptoms that are not recapitulated in animals. Many types of antiproteolytic and anti-inflammatory interventions, such as use of drugs or genetic modifications, are highly effective in preventing emphysema in these models, and some also prevent small-airway remodeling and pulmonary hypertension. However, the few attempts to translate these therapies into humans have been unsuccessful, probably because the animal models typically start therapy from day 1 of smoke exposure, whereas most humans are treated late in the course of their disease. Recent data from our laboratory suggest that the parenchyma can repair smoke-induced damage for some period, but then switches to a mode where it fails to repair; these observations suggest that the timing of an intervention in humans may be crucial to its success. The various different anatomic lesions induced by smoke appear to be largely independent effects and may require different therapeutic approaches.